Deep and shallow convection calculations occupy significant times in atmosphere models. These calculations also present significant load imbalances due to varying cloud covers over different regions of the grid. In this work, we accelerate these calculations on Intel R Xeon Phi TM Coprocessor Systems. By employing dynamic scheduling in OpenMP, we demonstrate large reductions in load imbalance and about 10% increase in speedups. By careful categorization of data as private, firstprivate and shared, we minimize data copying overheads for the coprocessors. We identify regions of false sharing among threads and eliminate them by loop rearrangements. We also employ proportional partitioning of independent column computations across both the CPU and coprocessor cores based on the performance ratio of the computations on the heterogeneous resources. These techniques along with various vectorization strategies resulted in about 30% improvement in convection calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of climate to energy usage and agriculture has made it a prominent field of study. Climate study is based on the mathematical models of physical processes such as radiation, circulation, precipitation and their interaction with chemical and biological processes. The equations of conservation of mass, momentum, energy and species are used to represent various components of the climate model such as atmosphere, land, sea and ice. Numerical methods are extensively used to solve these equations and as a result, climate models have many computationally intensive routines. One such climate model is the Community Earth System Model [1] , developed and maintained by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). CESM consists of several component models, eg. physical climate, chemistry, land ice, whole atmosphere, etc, that can be coupled in different configurations. In all cases, geophysical fluxes across the components are exchanged via a central coupler module. A large number of simulations with CESM have been conducted, some of which are available for community analysis [1] .
The atmosphere is the most time-consuming model in CESM, as shown in Figure 1 . We obtained such execution profiles using Intel VTune Amplifier and HPCToolkit profiler [2] . The execution profile is obtained by running CESM v 1.2.2 with f 02 g16, the highest resolution 1 and B compset (fully-1 see Table II for resolutions. coupled run) on eight-node 128-core Intel Xeon processors with 8 MPI processes and 16 OpenMP threads per process for a total of 128 threads. The model used for atmosphere is the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5) [3] , [4] . CAM consists of two computational phases, namely, dynamics and physics. The dynamics advances the evolutionary equations for the flow of atmosphere and the physics approximates sub-grid phenomena including clouds, long and short wave radiations, precipitation processes and turbulent mixing. The default core for the dynamics is a finite volume method [4] that uses a longitude × latitude × vertical level computational grid over the sphere. The physics in CAM is based upon vertical columns whose computations are independent from each other. The parallel implementation of the physics is based on the assignment of columns to MPI processes and using OpenMP threads within a process to compute the columns assigned to a process.
Most of the work to accelerate climate science routines have concentrated on the dynamics. In this work, we chose to accelerate the physics routines as they were observed to consume significant times, typically about 40% of the entire CESM run. Figure 2 illustrates the execution profile of CAM5 physics. This figure shows that the the deep and shallow convection routines (dark blue and orange) are the most time consuming routines, taking about 41% of the total time spent in the CAM5 physics. Deep convections consider parameterization of clouds on the basis of moist static instability over the entire atmosphere column. Shallow convections consider clouds when the moist static instability is present only over parts of the atmosphere column. These calculations also present significant load imbalances due to varying cloud covers over different regions of the grid. Convection is at the crux of modeling clouds which play an important role in atmospheric circulation. More complex methods such as super parameterization, while being more accurate could be about two orders of magnitude more time-consuming than present day approaches. Thus, acceleration of convection calculations can result in use of more sophisticated methods.
Accelerators and co-processors are widely prevalent and have been used to provide high performance for many scientific applications. Intel R Xeon Phi TM coprocessors have been gaining ground to provide speedups for advanced scientific applications [5] - [7] . However, the use and demonstration of these coprocessors for climate modeling are limited. In this work, we accelerate the deep and shallow convection calculations on Intel R Xeon Phi TM Coprocessor Systems. By employing dynamic scheduling in OpenMP, we demonstrate large reductions in load imbalance and about 10% increase in speedups. By careful categorization of data as private, firstprivate and shared, we minimize data copying overheads for the coprocessors. We identify regions of false sharing among threads and eliminate them by loop rearrangements. We also employ proportional partitioning of independent column computations across both the CPU and coprocessor cores based on the performance ratio of the computations on the heterogeneous resources. These techniques along with various vectorization strategies resulted in about 30% improvement in convection calculations.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Convection Calculations
The computational grid for the atmosphere is divided into latitudes, longitudes along the x and y direction and vertical columns along the z direction. The vertical columns extend from the surface up through the atmosphere. The columns are further divided into layers. The characteristic feature of the physics routines is that every column can be computed independent of the other columns giving rise to data parallelism that can be exploited on multi and many core architectures. For the purpose of load balancing among the different CPU processes, the columns are grouped into chunks. These chunks are distributed among the MPI processes and the OpenMP threads. Every physics routine is called for each chunk. The pseudo-code for physics calculations is shown below. Deep Convection: In tropics tall clouds occur on scales of 1-10 km much smaller than that of the resolved grid (typically about 50 km in climate models). These clouds could be within thunderstorms or similar unsettled weather conditions. While they cannot be resolved explicitly by the model, their effect is very important and needs to be incorporated. Hence they are parameterized. The parameterization in most climate models works on the basis of moist static instability of the atmospheric column. Formation of clouds removes the moist static instability and cause precipitation (which could be rain or snow). There are various schemes to parameterize these tall clouds. In CAM5 they are parameterized using the method of Zhang and McFarlane [8] . Shallow Convection: If the moist static instability is not present over the entire atmospheric column but over only part of it, clouds will form only in this part. Such a situation is handled by shallow convection routines. Shallow convection may or may not cause precipitation. In CAM5, shallow convection is handled using the University of Washington scheme [9] .
Along with other processes like radiation and stratiform, deep and shallow convection are two physical processes that are applied on all grid points before coupling to land, sea and ice models. Computations in these routines are related to local conditions and it is difficult to a-priori predict their occurrence. It is also difficult to determine a pattern in their occurrence -though deep convection could be more prominent in the tropics than in extra-tropics. Such computations are therefore not conducted at every grid point at a particular time-step. The stencil of these computations would change with time and hence would be difficult to develop load-balancing techniques for these computations. Hence it is essential that these routines be accelerated. Shallow and deep convection computations are parallel across chunks and the loops within the shallow and deep convection routines that represent the core computations iterate over columns within a chunk. The chunk computations within an MPI process are parallelized across OpenMP threads.
The core computations in deep convection consists of two loops -entrainment and precipitation loops. Entrainment is a process in which dry air from outside a cloud mixes with the moist (almost saturated) air inside the cloud. This process reduces the relative humidity of the air and could result in shorter clouds of smaller heights. Precipitation is the process of conversion of water vapor inside the cloud converting into liquid droplets that coalesces and form rain. The entrainment and precipitation loops iterate over columns in a given chunk and the computations are independent across different columns/iterations. In this work, we exploit the finelevel parallelism of the column computations on Xeon Phi by adopting column-level parallelism for the convection routines and the default chunk-level parallelism for the other routines.
B. Intel Xeon Phi Architecture
Intel's first generation Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture codenamed Knights Corner, is an x86 based system that contains up to 61 in-order processing cores, and offers peak double precision performance of nearly 1.2 TFLOPS. Each of these cores supports up to 4-way hardware multithreading and features a vector unit which uses wide 512 bit registers. Each core features fully coherent L1 and L2 caches, with a bidirectional ring that provides fast access to L2 caches of other cores.
Programming the Xeon Phi is similar to programming any other x86 machine -the same programming model is applicable with a host of popular libraries like MPI and OpenMP that are supported. The same optimizations that apply on the Xeon also apply without change on the Xeon Phi. In general, development time of a parallel application on the Xeon Phi is short. The Xeon Phi offers three modes of operation -native, offload and symmetric. We use the offload model of execution in our study, where the host offloads a portion of computation to the Xeon Phi either synchronously or asynchronously with simultaneous CPU executions.
III. RELATED WORK
Intel Xeon Phi is one of the important accelerator architectures and have been becoming prevalent in supercomputer sites that adopt heterogeneous systems. Hence, porting climate models to Intel Xeon Phi accelerators is essential. Intel Xeon Phi processors have been used to provide high performance for different scientific domains [5]- [7] . There have been recent efforts in porting weather and climate models on Intel Xeon Phi accelerators. Mielikainen et al. have a number of efforts on optimizing Weather Research Forecast Model (WRF) on Intel Xeon Phi architecture. In [10] , [11] , the authors have optimized the Thomspson cloud microphysics scheme, a sophisticated cloud microphysics scheme. They have used optimization techniques such as modifying the tile size processed by each core, using SIMD, data alignment, memory footprint reduction, etc.
Michalakes et. al [12] optimize a standalone kernel implementation of Rapid Radiative Transfer Model of the NOAA Nonhydrostatic Multiscale Model (NMM-B). They apply methods such as dynamic load balancing, lowering inner loops, avoiding vector remainders, trading computation for data movement, prefetching etc. and obtain a speedup of 1.3x over the original code on Xeon Sandybridge and 3x over the original code on Intel Xeon Phi.
To our knowledge, ours is the first effort on accelerating convection calculations on Intel Xeon Phi clusters. While existing efforts on accelerators and co-processors focused on data management and vectorization, in addition to these optimizations, our work proposes novel asynchronous execution model for simultaneous executions on both CPU and coprocessor cores.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In our work, we explore fine-grained parallelization across the column iterations for both deep and shallow convection. We propose various optimizations including load balancing, avoiding false sharing, data management and proportional partitioning of the columns across both the Xeon CPU and Xeon Phi coprocessor cores.
A. Load Balancing Convections
Deep convection is bound to have load imbalances due to varying cloud cover among the columns owned by the OpenMP threads. At grid points where there is no deep clouding, the corresponding column iterations of the deep convection computations will be skipped. It is likely that deep convection occurs over domains computing the tropics rather than those of the extra-tropics and polar regions. While CESM supports load balancing at the chunk level for the overall physics calculations, our work explores load balancing for fine-grained balancing at the column level. We have employed OpenMP dynamic scheduling to distribute the columns/iterations to the threads in a load balanced manner.
However, dynamic scheduling incurs overheads since the OpenMP runtime has to dynamically schedule the column iterations to the next available and free threads. The OpenMP dynamic chunksize parameter (omp chunk size) also plays a role in determining the scheduling overhead. To offset the overheads, the number of column iterations and/or the workload per column has to be sufficiently large. Thus the performance benefits of dynamic scheduling depend on the number of columns per chunk (the model chunk size) and the model resolution used. Table I shows the effect of OpenMP dynamic chunk sizes on the loop runtimes for the R1 resolution with 5 days of simulation on the Xeon CPU with 16 threads.
The results indicate that increasing the chunk size of the Xeon beyond 14 degrades performance due to dynamic scheduling overheads. On Xeon Phi with 240 threads, using OpenMP dynamic chunk sizes of 1, 2 and 3 yielded loop runtimes of 311, 357 and 405 seconds, respectively. Due to the large number of Xeon Phi threads and limited number of columns per chunk, we were unable to increase the chunk size beyond 3. Thus, we generally found that an omp chunk size of 10-14 for the Xeon, and 1-2 for the Xeon Phi produced the best results. We increased the model chunk size from the default value of 16 to 864 for the R1 resolution, and 1728 for the R2 and R3 resolutions for the dynamic scheduling to be effective.
Shallow convection too displays significant load imbalance among the column computations. In areas where there are no clouds, the cumulus convection computations are skipped, and this leads to load imbalance. Based on certain thermodynamic properties including pressure, a condition variable is assigned to either true or false for each column. This condition is set at multiple places in the loop, and if at any time it is true, further computations for that column are stopped. This leads to differing amounts of computations in different columns based on the condition, resulting in load imbalance. Similar to deep convection, we employed OpenMP dynamic scheduling for the shallow convection.
B. Data Management for Offloading
After solving the load imbalance problem in the Shallow convection loop, we found a large difference of about 7-25% between the time taken for the entire OpenMP columnloop and the individual thread times that correspond to the useful work done by the threads. Further analysis using Intel Vtune suggested that this was due to memcpy operation as a result of using the firstprivate clause for a large number of local variables in the OpenMP loop. The shallow convection routine had about 500 such local variables and about 40 input/output array variables. Out of the 500 local variables, about 220 are array variables. Total size of all the local 500 variables including scalars and arrays are roughly 16 MB, out of which the arrays contributed 99%. FirstPrivate for a variable in OpenMP results in private copies of the variable for each thread and initialized to the value of the variable in the master thread prior to the OpenMP parallel loop. This incurs large overheads in OpenMP runtime since the runtime performs memcpy operations to initialize the variable copies in the threads. This memcpy time grew with the number of threads used, and severely affected Xeon Phi performance due to larger number of threads (180) used on Xeon Phi. The memcpy time alone contributed to about 44% of the runtime for the loop on the Xeon Phi.
All the 500 local variables could not be designated with the default private setting of OpenMP, since about 100 of the variables were initialized before the loop began. Using shared for all the variables also yielded incorrect results. Upon closer inspection, we found that all except 4 of the 100 variables that were being initialized were diagnostic array variables that were not used in model output. As each thread was indexing into the arrays, these variables were designated as shared. Only the 4 scalar variables were truly firstprivate since they were being initialized and used inside the loop. Thus, most of the large arrays could be safely used as shared variables, and many scalars could be used as private variables (instead of firstprivate) in the OpenMP clause for the shallow convection loop. This resulted in drastic reduction of the number of variables declared as firstprivate to only the four scalar variables.
C. False Sharing among Threads and Loop Rearrangement
Further studying the scalability bottlenecks and hotspots with Intel VTune, we found that the shallow convection routine has two loops whose scaling efficiency and speedups are only about 37% and 6x, respectively, when executing with 16 threads on the Xeon CPU cores. The two loops also contributed to about 35% of the overall shallow convection routine. These loops write output values to 2D-arrays of cols × verticals for various vertical levels corresponding to the columns possessed by a thread as shown in Figure 4 . Due to the column major traversal in Fortran, multiple threads owning different columns access successive memory locations corresponding to the same vertical level, resulting in false sharing of cache lines by the threads. Also, access of successive vertical levels for a column by a thread results in access with non-unit large strides. As confirmed by the Intel compiler optimization report, this results in inefficient vectorization of the loop with generation of scatter-gather instructions.
The solution to both the false sharing problem and inefficient vectorization is to interchange the array dimensions, and pad the arrays such that no two threads write to the same cache line at any time. Specifically, the number of vertical levels (k-loop in Figure 4 ) is 30 in CESM. Since the cache line in Xeon and Xeon Phi architectures is 64 bytes, we need to ensure that the size of the innermost dimension, corresponding to the vertical levels, in arrays A and B is a multiple of 64. Hence, padding of two elements for the innermost dimension was applied. The modified code is shown in Figure 5 . 
D. Proportional Partitioning of Column Computations across CPU and Co-processor Cores
Recalling that the column computations are independent across different columns, all the columns corresponding to a MPI task of a node can be shared among the CPU and Xeon Phi cores for asynchronous and simultaneous computations on both the CPU and co-processor cores. We split the column computations in such a way that the Xeon and Xeon Phi complete their share of the computations at the same time. The Xeon asynchronously offloads a portion of the columns to the Xeon Phi and proceeds with its own column computations. When the Xeon finishes, results from the Xeon Phi can be collected. This way, a portion of the column computations can be hidden by using asynchronous offloads. The ratio of partitioning is based on the times for computations of the columns on Xeon and Xeon Phi, and further fine-tuned based on experiments with different values of columns/chunk. Due to our fine-grained offloading of the computations, Xeon-Xeon Phi data transfers are incurred for each offload. We performed a number of optimizations to reduce/hide the data transfer times: Packing: The initial version of our proportional partitioning had very huge data transfer times, about 4-5X larger than the computation times on the Xeon Phi. This also resulted in extremely low bandwidth, of about 20 MB/s, on the Xeon-Xeon Phi interconnect while the bus supports up to 8GB/s transfer rates. The primary reason is that our initial version involved multiple transfers of small amount of data (2-5 MB) as a collection of multiple small arrays. Packing these arrays into a single user defined Structure of Arrays greatly increased the achieved bandwidth to about 400-500 MB/s (nearly 20-25x increase) and thus reduced the asynchronous offload set up and wait times. Offloading only the needed data: We also avoided resending a large number of scalars that do not change between the offloads. We modified the offload algorithm to send these scalars only in the first timestep, and make them resident for subsequent offloads. Static in/out variables: We made the input and output Structure of Arrays as static in order to further reduce the setup and wait overheads. This resulted in at least 10X reduction in data transfer times. These techniques enable our proportional partitioning approach to be scalable to larger number of nodes and cores.
E. Other Optimizations 1) Strength Reduction::
There were certain division operations within a performance critical subroutine of shallow convection routine that calculated some thermodynamic properties. These divisions could be replaced by less-expensive multiplication operations without affecting the result. We applied such strength reduction in various locations of the convection routines. e.g., a = b/c/c was converted to a = b/(c * c).
2) Computation and Data Reuse::
The themodynamical properties calculated in the above-mentioned subroutine were found to be in-variant across multiple iterations of the loops in this subroutine. Hence, these calculations can be performed outside the loops and the results can be used for multiple iterations instead of calculating for each iteration, as is done in the original code. Some of these calculations corresponded to costly divisions. By moving these calculations outside the column loop, we observed significant performance improvements.
3) Compiler Flags::
Past studies of application optimizations on the Xeon Phi have employed the use of compiler flags to speed up math computations, especially those involving exponent, logarithm and power computations. The Xeon Phi has low-precision hardware support to accelerate these computations and the compiler flags provide means to specify the needed precision. Apart from speeding up these transcendental math functions, there is also support for FMA (Fused Multiply and Add) on the Xeon Phi.
The shallow and deep convection loops, especially deep convection, are prime candidates for use of high speed compiler flags due to the presence of large number of power and log computations in performance sensitive loops. By using the "−fp − model f ast = 2" compiler flags along with varying precisions, we were able to significantly improve performance of both the loops on the Xeon Phi. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we used CESM v 1.2.2 with compset FC5 comprising active atmosphere component with CAM5 physics, active land and sea-ice components, stub land-ice, and data model for ocean. We used three different resolutions in our experiments. Table II shows the parameters for the resolutions used in the atmosphere model. In all cases, 30 vertical levels were used. The performance-related experiments were conducted with 5-day simulation runs.
The experiments were conducted on a cluster containing 8 nodes of 16-core (dual octo-core) Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPU with a speed of 2.6 GHz. Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon Phi 7120 PX card, each with 61 cores. In all cases, -O3 compiler optimization was used. For performance-related experiments, we used single-node with 16 threads on the CPU for the default R1 resolution due to the small size involved. For the higher R2 and R3 resolutions, we used all the 128 CPU cores of the cluster with 8 MPI tasks and 16 OpenMP threads per MPI task. We used the Xeon Phi cards depending on the experiment. For experiments involving offloading to the Xeon Phi, 180 threads were used for R1 resolution, and 240 threads for R2 and R3 resolutions. All calculations including those on Xeon-Phi were performed using double precision.
Each result shown was obtained as a mean of five runs. The timings were found to be consistent across the runs with the overall CESM times varying between 1 to 5%. For CESM times, we report the total time excluding the initialization time.
B. Results on Correctness
We first demonstrate the correctness of our code modifications due to various optimizations. We verified the accuracy of the results by finding the error growth of the temperature values produced in the code over the simulations [13] . The error growth curves compare the RMS difference between the results of the original code and the results of the modified code due to our optimizations, and the RMS difference between the results from the original code and the results obtained by perturbing the inputs by the least significant bit. We refer to these perturbations to the least significant bit as induced perturbations. In general, for an optimization or modification to be acceptable, the error growth curve due to the modification should be smaller than the error growth curve due to the induced perturbations. Our error growth curves were obtained for a 2-day simulation run with the default R1 resolution. Figure 6 shows the error growth for our modified optimized code executing on Xeon Phi compared with the original code on Xeon. We find that our offloading to Xeon Phi did not alter the error, and the error growth matches well with the induced perturbations. 
C. Performance Results
For most of the performance-related results, we used the medium-range R2 resolution run using 8 MPI tasks on 8 nodes with 16 threads per MPI task for a total of 128 threads. For the Xeon Phi related experiments, we used one Xeon Phi in each node for a total of 8 Xeon Phi cards.
1) Performance Benefits of Individual Optimizations:
We first show the performance benefits due to the individual optimizations. For the results in Figures 7 and 8 , the optimizations are cumulatively applied in the order shown. Figure 7 shows the improvements in shallow and deep convections times over the baseline model on Xeon Phi for the different optimizations for the R2 resolution. Note that only the dynamic scheduling optimization is applicable to deep convection, and it results in 17% performance improvement for this convection routine. For shallow convection, the performance improvements are 30% with firstprivate reduction, an additional 24% with dynamic scheduling, an additional 16% with false sharing elimination, and an additional 2% with strength reduction. We found that dynamic scheduling plays a major role in addition to the firstprivate reduction and false sharing elimination in Xeon Phi. Thus, load balancing using dynamic scheduling is important in Xeon Phi due to the use of a large number of threads. Note that the firstprivate reduction and false sharing elimination relate to data management among multiple threads. We next show the effects of the individual optimizations on the overall convection and atmosphere execution times. Figure 8 shows the improvements in the total convection and atmosphere times over the baseline model on Xeon Phi for the different optimizations for the R2 resolution. We notice that the individual optimizations in the deep and shallow convection show significant and visible individual improvements even in the higher-level computations in the call trace, namely, overall convections and complete atmosphere model executions. For example, the firstprivate reduction and dynamic scheduling optimizations result in performance improvements of 7% each in the atmosphere model timings.
Our proportional partitioning method takes into account the variable performance ratios of Xeon and Xeon Phi to offload the column computations of shallow convections to Xeon Phi. Table III compares the time taken using proportional partitioning with the times taken for Xeon-only and Xeon-Phi only computations for the R2 and R3 resolutions. The results correspond to 2-day simulation runs. The last two columns of the table also show the times spent on Xeon and Xeon Phi in the proportional partitioning approach. The difference between the total time (4th column) and the maximum of the last two columns gives the overheads including data transfers.
First, we find that the Xeon Phi shows 2X slowdown when compared to the Xeon CPU. This is primarily due to the poor single thread performance on Xeon Phi, and the lack of vectorization opportunities in the critical loops of the shallow and deep convection routines, in which convergence is tested for termination. We expect the performance to improve in the next generation Intel Xeon Phi Knoghts Landing processors that have superior single thread performance.
As for the proportional partitioning approach, it gives equivalent (for R2) or 1.77x performance improvement over the Xeon-Phi only computations for both the resolutions. This is due to some of the work that is shared by the Xeon CPU. When compared to the Xeon-only approach, the proportional partitioning shows slowdowns primarily due to the data transfer overheads for the fine grained offloads on the PCIe link between the host and the coprocessor. Our study involves finegrained parallelism in Xeon Phi in which the computations are offloaded at the column level and not at the chunk level. For every chunk assigned to a node, offloading is performed once. In all our experiments, 16 chunks are assigned to a Xeon node to optimize the computations of the other physics routines. This results in 16 offloads per time step and the corresponding large data transfer overheads. In future, we plan to explore chunk-level offloading in which only one offloading will be performed for all the chunks assigned to a node. Interestingly, we find that this slowdown in proportional partitioning when compared to the Xeon-only result decreases as we increase the resolution or problem size: 132% for R2 and 44% for R3. Thus, the proportional partitioning approach has very good promise as the climate modeling community plans to explore large and very large resolutions in the future.
2) Overall Optimization Benefits:
We show the effect of all the optimizations put together for the various modules. We first show the impact of compiler flags on our optimizations. Figure 9 shows the performance improvements in the different components due to our optimizations over the baseline code on Xeon Phi for the "−fp − modelsource" and "−fp − modelf ast = 2" flags. We find that the performance improvements with the "source" flag are 19%, 2.5x, 30%, 15%, 16% for the deep convection, shallow convection, total convection, total atmosphere and the entire CESM, respectively. With the "fast=2" flag, the performance improvements are 17%, 4x, 37%, 17%, 16% for the deep convection, shallow convection, total convection, total atmosphere and the entire CESM, respectively. We find that the use of "fast=2" flag results in higher performance benefits due to our optimizations than the use of "−fp − modelsource" flag in the shallow convection calculations (2.5x vs 4x). This is due to our larger number of vectorization-related optimizations in the shallow convection routines, whose benefits are higher with the fast flags. The use of "fast=2" flags generates hardware instructions for transcendental math functions on Xeon Phi which improves performance. We also found that the performance benefits with our optimizations are much higher in Xeon Phi than in Xeon. This is due to the wider vectorization units in the Xeon that can harness our vectorization related optimizations more. Significantly, we find that our work on optimizations in the convection routine gives about 15% improvement even in the overall CESM executions.
We also evaluate the benefits of all our optimizations for different resolutions. Figure 10 compares the execution times of the entire convection and atmosphere calculations with the baseline model on Xeon Phi for the three resolutions, R1, R2 and R3. We find that as the resolution is increased, the performance gains due to our optimizations increase for convection calculations. Specifically, the performance gains in the convection calculations are 26%, 35% and 42% for R1, R2, and R3 resolutions, respectively. Thus, overall, we find that optimizations will play bigger roles in the future when the climate models will explore larger resolutions and manycore systems will be built with wider vectorization units with 
D. Savings for Multi-Century Runs
Multi-century simulation runs are typically of interest in climate models to study the long-term effects on the climate due to various factors including CO 2 levels. We extrapolated the performance gains obtained due to our optimized convection computations for a multi-century simulation run using our runs for limited number of simulation days. Specifically, we obtained the performance gains in seconds on both Xeon and Xeon Phi over their baseline executions for a 5-day simulation run, and extrapolated the gains in terms of days for a 1000year simulation run. Table IV shows savings in terms of the number of days for execution for different resolutions.
We find that the use of our optimizations results in highly significant savings in execution days. Considering one of the COMPILER FLAG results, for example on Xeon, our optimized executions results in savings of up to 181 days or half a year in execution for the R2 resolution. These are highly significant savings and implies not only improved performance, but also savings in power consumption, electricity and maintenance costs.
VI. DISCUSSION
While we had primarily worked on and demonstrated our results for a climate modeling application, we can derive some general principles that can be applied for other scientific applications.
The shallow convection loop that we consider in our study of fine-grained parallelism on the Xeon Phi, displayed loop level data parallelism involving hundreds of multi-dimensional variables. Our optimization related to data management served to illustrate the importance of carefully choosing and designing the OpenMP clause (dynamic vs static scheduling, data management clauses), not only for correctness but also for performance. While studying the scalability of the unoptimized version, we noted that designating variables as firstprivate led to poor scalability of the loop on the Xeon, and this negative effect was vastly amplified on the Xeon Phi. These challenges will be widely seen in future large-scale scientific applications when deployed on the widely prevalent large-scale heterogeneous architecture. Building a generic tool that automatically chooses the OpenMP clause based on performance similar to the work by Ding et al. [14] will be highly useful for the scientific community and can be part of our future work.
Proportional partitioning of computations to Xeon and Xeon Phi can generally be applied to applications and loops where the co-processor can serve as yet another in-node compute device that can lead to overall reduction in application runtime. Applications that consider fine-grained offloading of parallel computations involving multiple transfers of large number of small arrays should consider packing of the data into structure of arrays.
The Xeon Phi supports hardware instructions for certain transcendental operations like power, exp, etc. It is likely that many scientific codes make heavy use of these operations, but rarely experiment by changing the floating point model used because of the potential impact that it could have on correctness of the simulation output. We demonstrated the potential performance benefits of using these hardware instructions on the Xeon Phi with an acceptable level of accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we successfully offloaded the time-consuming deep and shallow convection calculations in the atmosphere model of CESM to Xeon Phi. We performed a number of optimizations including load balancing column computations corresponding to varying cloud cover, reduction of firstprivate variables to reduce data copying overheads, avoiding false sharing, proportional partitioning across CPU and co-processor cores, and strength reduction techniques. Our combined set of optimizations yielded 30% performance improvements with Xeon Phi. In future, we plan to adopt similar strategies for other components of CESM and provide large-scale improvements for the entire CESM on Intel Xeon Phi architectures.
